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seems improbable that we could have overlooked 
more than two such events. 

It is of interest that the smallest velocity of the 
a-particle which has thus far been sufficient to dis
intergrate a nitrogen atom in the work at Cambridge 
and in Chicago corresponds to a remaining range at 
I5" of about 6·2 em. Now the range of an a-particle 
from polonium, which was used in practically all of 
the early work on a-ray tracks, is only 3·925 em. 
It is evident that if polonium had been used as a 
source, not one of the ten disintegrations thus far 
found would have been obtained. It was because 
the early work on the scintillation method indicated 
such a result that Harkins and Ryan changed to a 
source which contained thorium C', such as thorium C, 
or thorium B and C. 

According to Petterson and Schmidt (" Atomzer
triimmerung," p. I09) the a-rays from polonium 
liberate H-particles from aluminium, but the results 
cited above do not indicate this to be true in the case 
of nitrogen. However, it will be necessary to obtain 
more photographs, and to examine again those 
already obtained before a definite conclusion can be 
drawn. 

A part of the measurements on the photograph 
(Fig. I) were obtained by a new method, which 
corrects for errors in the lenses and mirrors. It is 
equivalent to the establishment in the ionisation 
chamber of a set of co-ordinates in space. 

We wish to thank Mr. C. N. Shah for a considerable 
part of the calculations involved, and for much time 
spent in the examination of the films. 

WILLIAM D. HARKINS. 
HuGH A. SHADDUCK. 

Quantum Mechanics and the Magnetic 
Moment of Atoms. 

IN a recent paper E. Schrodinger (Ann. d. Phys., 
Bz, I926, Io9) put forward a hypothesis connecting 
the field scalar tf; of his undulatory mechanics with the 
electric density of current. His formul<e in the case 
of a system with only one electron (expressing j in 
electromagnetic units) reduce to : 

P = e'{;'{;, 

he - -
j = -. -.- (tf; grad. tf;- '{;grad.'{;), 

41rtmC 

(I) 

(2) 

where p and j are respectively the electric density 
and density of current. The field scalar must be 
normalised in such a way that 

ftj;:,Pdr= I, (3) 

dr being the element of volume. 
Evidence in favour of the expression for p is given 

by the fact that the calculation of the intensity of 
emission of the atom, based on it, is in accordance 
both with experiment and with the results of Heisen
berg's quantum mechanics. Expression (2) for j is 
assumed by Schrodinger as the simplest way of satisfy
ing the equation of continuity of electricity. 

It is desirable, therefore, to find some further 
evidence for this expression. I propose to show that 
it leads to the right expression for the magnetic 
moment of a hydrogen-like atom. We will consider 
only the part of the magnetic moment which, in the 
old quantum theory, was supposed to be due to the 
orbital motion of the electron, not taking into account 
the magnetic moment of the spinning electron, which 
can be considered separately. 

The wave equation for a hydrogen-like atom in a 
magnetic field (without considering the spinning 
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electron) was integrated by Fock (Zeit. f Phys., 28, 
I926, 242). His expression for tf; can be written in the 
form 

where r, IJ, ¢> are polar co-ordinates; j(l:l, r) is a real 
function of r and 1:1 ; n 1 is an integer corresponding 
to the magnetic quantum number of the old theory. 

It is easily seen from (z) and (4) that _j is a vector 
perpendicular at each point to the plane passing 
through the point and the polar axis, the magnitude 
of which is 

. _ he I ( c:.f -0'{;) _ he 2 
J- 41rimc R tfa;;, - - zwmcRnrf ' · (5) 

R being the distance of the point from the axis. The 
lines of current are circles situated in planes perpen
dicular to the axis and with their centres on the axis. 

Let us now consider the current passing through 
an element diT of a meridian plane ; its intensity is 
given by .fdiT and its circuit is a circle with radius R. 
The magnetic moment of this current is therefore 
wR2jdiT (in the direction of the field). 

The magnetic moment of the atom becomes, putting 
for j the expression (5), 

fl.= wfR2jdiT = - hen1 fRj2diT. (6) 
zmc 

The last integral can be valuated by substituting 
(4) in (3), and observing that dr = 2wRdiT; we find 
then 21rjRj2d1T= r. Putting this value into (6) we 
find at last 

he 
fl.= - 41rmcnl. (7) 

That is, the component of the magnetic moment in 
the direction of the field is the product of a Bohr 

magneton (- _}y£_) and the magnetic quantum 
4wmc 

number n 1 , as it was expected. 
It is noteworthy that the magnetic moment (7) 

arises in a certain way through the action of the 
field. In the absence of a magnetic field, the two 
states with n 1 equal in absolute value but of opposite 
signs, have the same energy; every linear combina
tion of these two states is therefore a quantum state. 
Now it is easily seen from (4) that we can combine 
the two states in such a way that tf; becomes the 

E 
product of prriJi' and a real function of r, IJ, ¢> (con
taining cos n 1 ¢> or sin n 1 ¢>, as a factor). In this case 
the density of current j would vanish everywhere, and 
the magnetic moment would reduce to zero. 

ENRICO FERMI. 
Physical Institute of the University, 

Rome, November I4. 

Psychical Phenomena and their 
Interpretation. 

PursQUE une controverse courtoise a pris place dans 
ce journal au sujet des recherches psychiques, il 
me sera permis de vous adresser quelques mots au 
sujet de mon opinion, motivee par de longues re
cherches (voir mon "Traite de Metapsychique," 
traduit en anglais, 1925, "Thirty Years of Psychical 
Research"). 

II importe avant tout de distinguer les faits et les 
theories. 

Pour les faits, ils ont ete, a ce qu'il me semble, 
etablis en toute evidence, et on ne peut attribuer ni ala 
fraude, ni ni a l'illusion, la constatation de la 
plupart des phenomenes. Encore, a !'extreme rigueur. 
peut-on soutenirque lesfaitsd'ectoplasmie, de lumieres. 
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